
Vignyana Vahini: Mobile Science Van 

Compared to just a decade ago, children are going to school in huge numbers, with curious minds and 

highly motivated parents.   First generation learners are sent to school by their illiterate parents, whose 

one wish is their children’s lives should be different from their lives.  We have nearly 100% enrollment in 

many parts of India in class I.   Girls are coming to school in equal numbers. 

What does a child learn at school?  Beyond the basic facts and concepts, a child should finish schooling 

with the ability to analyze, reason, critically think about the world around them.  They should be able to 

apply what they learn to their lives and their jobs, becoming productive citizens in the 21st century 

knowledge economy. 

Instead, schools have become places where students learn almost nothing.  70% of India’s children go to 

government schools, where this problem is particularly acute.  In rural areas close to 100% go to 

government schools.  The government school system is a broken system with many challenges. 

Classes go entire years without a teacher because of teacher vacancies.  The few teachers who are there 

struggle with large classes, growing administrative work, lack of Science labs, books, resources.   The 

teachers themselves have come through this difficult system, and do not have enough support to 

improve their own learning so they can teach others.  The result is teacher apathy, whose only goal 

becomes looking for transfers out of rural areas.   What little learning there is happens through 

memorization and the children become automatons who memorize and repeat, memorize and repeat.  

Their natural curiosity and instinct to learn is completely crushed.  We cannot create the next wave of 

innovators with this system.  We create people who have certificates and degrees but do not have 

enough skills to excel at a job. 

Asha for Education (Boston) has been working with Swami Vivekananda Youth Movement (SVYM) to 

improve government schools in the rural H.D.Kote taluk in Mysore district.   SVYM is 2015 winner of the 

Best NGO in India award by the Resource Alliance.  Asha supports working with 20 high schools in the 

region to improve teaching, specifically Science teaching.  The project started with a mobile science van 

(Vignyana Vahini) to enable Science lab equipment to travel to schools which do not have a lab or any 

other Science-related equipment.   In the last 6 years it has developed into a multi-pronged initiative to 

address the challenges very specifically: 

-  A hugely popular Science fair where children from the schools come and demonstrate their 

experiment 

- Celebrations of Science days at schools:   A recent Pi day celebration (on the Indian Pi day of 

22/7/15) has resulted in the hosting school children becoming very interested in Mathematical 

puzzles 

- Community radio Science programs 

- Science teacher network: This is crucial for removing apathy and enabling teachers 

http://www.resource-alliance.org/


- Science park: This was funded the government (the Karnataka Science and Technology 

Academy) after seeing the success of some of the Vignyana Vahini programs 

- A soon-to-be-created resource center with books and Science equipment which will enable 

phasing out of the mobile Science van in the future.   We are raising funds for this component 

as part of the WAH event. 

The project is showing great success in improving the teaching of Science education in government 

schools to impact 9000 children in the taluk.  It has become a joint program between Asha for 

Education, SVYM, and the Government of Karnataka for sustained progress and systemic change that 

will permanently impact the government school system. 

A full budget is here.   A partial list of budget line items is below: 

Resources (equipment, chemicals, books, CDs, 
DVDs, etc.) 

Rs. 145,000 

Events (teacher training program, Vijyana mela, 
school based Science day programs, capacity 
building programs) 

Rs. 224,000 

Community radio programs Rs. 90,000 

Travel and maintenance Rs. 120,000 

 

In many projects we educate one child at a time.  For large scale change we have to intervene in the 

government school system. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ashanet.org/projects-new/documents/1095/Budget2015-16.xlsx


 

 

 


